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Listeners to this Lecturer know that I, Your Humble Servant, have a certain 

penchant for particular television programs and especially for science fiction.  

Who can forget, for example, Star Trek with its moral lessons, unusual and 

creative story lines and rich characterizations? 

Ah, what characters such as Captain James T. Kirk, the brave leader of the 

expedition to outer space and all the adventures the voyage encountered.  And 

always there was a lesson to be learned. 

I remember an episode when the crew was beamed down to a place that looked 

exactly like the scenario for the shootout at the OK corral in the old west.  In fact, 

one of the crew members was shot and died.   I believe it was Spock who was able 

to logically analyze the situation and realized that the whole scenario was an 

ILLUSION.  You could only die if you BELIEVED you were going to die.  If you were 

able to convince yourself that the perception was only an illusion, even the 

“bullets” could not harm you.  Mind over matter.  Always some lesson. 

Who can forget Spock?  Half Vulcan and half human.  There was always the 

implication that the Vulcan part of him was more advanced than the human part.  

If you had to describe Spock in a single word it would undoubtedly be Logical.  He 

took pride in being logical and not giving in to his emotional human side.  He 

would always look slightly down upon his fellow crew member, Dr. Leonard 

McCoy, for the latter’s emotional approach to right and wrong.  I have had many 

engineer/scientist type friends with organized compulsive traits who closely 

identify, with positive regard, to the personality characteristics of Mr. Spock. 

Dr. McCoy was, of course, the opposite and used by Captain Kirk as the perfect 

foil for Mr. Spock.  McCoy was mercurial, irascible, and morally insistent.  If asked 

to use one word to describe his personality, Emotional would certainly come to 

mind. 

So who was “right”, the “logical” one or the “emotional” one?  If we were making 

up our own personality character, which one would we be. 



That’s a trick question, of course.  People who function the best in the world have 

a BROAD BEHAVIORAL REPERTOIRE.  They do not just know how to play one song 

but rather can be vocal when appropriate, quiet at other times.  Somber when the 

time calls for solemnity and humorous when the situation is funny.  Logical when 

under stress, emotional when feelings are important. 

I do, perhaps, have a bias towards the emotional, however.  It was the famous 

Psychologist, Frieda Fromm-Reichmann who noted that in order for people to 

grow and change they didn’t need an explanation but rather need a positive 

human experience.  Certainly positive experiences most often involve emotions.  I 

often wonder how many positive human experiences we personally offer to our 

fellow man.  I also believe that without the investment of emotion our spirituality 

tends to be desiccated.  

And of course, my Italian heritage tends to push me towards the pole of 

emotionality.  Some say, at times, hysterical theatricality.  

Perhaps my mother, who possessed both qualities of emotion and logic, said it 

best with one of her aphorisms: “There’s a time and place for everything.”  

Sounds purely logical but, in reality, it implies there is a time for logic but also a 

time when the experiencing and expressing of feelings is called for. 

 

My next project will be to try to understand The Lessons of the Jetsons. 

 

 

  

 

 


